
BEFORE LEAVING THE SITE  

Before parents/visitors arrive for departure, please follow the arrival instructions 

and put out road sign, and direct vehicles to park in the car park 

The departure checklist below is on the main noticeboard and also in the 

information book in the kitchen. 

CLEANING  Cleaning products, bin sacks and sani-bags are in kitchen cupboard under hand wash 

bowl. Mops and buckets & Brushes are usually in kitchen + showers  

NB You have access to cleaning equipment in the kitchen, even if you are not paying to book 

it. (If the main cabin is booked by another group, you will need to ask). 

1. Empty all indoor bins (eg in washrooms, kitchen and main room) and replace 

liners and sani-bags (from under hand wash bowl in kitchen) 

2. Clean wash bowls and toilets. (Cleaning products under hand wash bowl in 

kitchen.)Clean floors 
3. Wheelie bins:  Rubbish to be bagged and securely tied, and placed in the 

wheelie bins. 
WHEELIE BINS: Red lidded bin: bottom = glass, plastic and cans                                                     

Inner bucket = clean paper and card.                                                                          

Other bins: general waste                    

                           Wheelie bins are to be put at the bottom of the access drive at junction with Castle Close. 

(You may need to collect from there as well if they have been emptied.) 

WINDOWS 

4. Close all windows including the Velux roof lights in both washrooms. 
KITCHEN if used 

5. Check instant hot water boiler is OFF. 
6. Check cooker and microwave are switched OFF 
7. Empty Fridge/freezer/both ovens/grill/microwave. 
8. Empty rubbish bin 
9. Leave fridge/freezer ON    

CENTRAL HEATING 

10. Nov – Mar leave heating on but turn thermostat to 10 deg. (Thermostat in 
leaders’ room two). 

BOILER ROOM SWITCHES 

11. Turn off water heater  (2 switches) and shower for wet room. 
12. After closing all windows: Close shutters 

WHEN YOU LEAVE 

13. Put car parking sign & Hi Viz vests back in toilet corridor before leaving. 
14. After checking all doors are locked, (except your exit door from corridor) put 

all keys (except keys to gate and main door) back into cupboard.  
15.  Lock gate. 

Please note:  We reserve the right to make a charge for cleaning if the facilities are 
not left fit for the next booking. Thank you. 

 


